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Background
This introduces TRACA (Temporal Reinforcement-learning
and Classification Architecture), a connectionist learning
system for solving problems in large state spaces. These
types of problems, such as robot control, commonly include
the presence of irrelevant attributes and hidden-state.

TRACA is capable of dealing with both irrelevant in-
formation and hidden-state while addressing two common
shortcomings of other learning systems. The first shortcom-
ing is requiring a large number of training examples which
is unrealistic for learning in the real world. The second is
having to pre-determine or constrain network structure and
size.

System Overview
TRACA dynamically develops a model of its environment
while learning. This model consists ofcombinationgroups,
which are used to construct general rules, andtemporal
groups, which implement a memory mechanism.

Groups represent one or more situations and are con-
nected to detector inputs and/or other groups by arcs which
are used to pass a variety of messages. Based on the situa-
tions they represent, groups contain nodes which store esti-
mates of action-values (Sutton 1998) - and maintain transi-
tion probabilities to other situations.

New groups are created incrementally while learning by
combining existing nodes as selected by a localized proba-
bilistic mechanism. Each new combination of nodes is given
a small number of trials to determine its usefulness and is
then retained only while it demonstrates an improved value
estimate over those of its lower level component nodes.

Relationship to Other Work
TRACA has several distinguishing features. It is able to
reduce the complexity of structures by representing NOT
and XOR using only logical AND combinations in conjunc-
tion with the organisation of nodes into groups and a sup-
pression mechanism. When compared to Neural Networks
(Lin 1993), nodes in TRACA store value estimates indepen-
dently, allowing it to exploit learning from only a few train-
ing examples. Finally, TRACA will not continue to solve
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hidden-state problems if the solution provides no useful im-
provement in achieving reinforcement. This avoids the prob-
lem of choosing to either have a fixed-size history window
or to artificially restrict the number of temporal nodes (Mc-
Callum 1996; Ring 1994).

TRACA’s creation of new groups through combinations
has strong parallels to both Holland’s Learning Classifier
Systems (Holland 1975) and Drescher’s Schema Mechanism
(Drescher 1991).

Results
Experimental results have demonstrated that TRACA is ca-
pable of representing a number of problems - including those
with hidden-state - without having to pre-determine network
size or structure. The performance of TRACA in experi-
ments indicate that it can match the accuracy of a number
of other systems with a relatively small number of training
examples.
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